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starts. This makes it unlikely that the differential weighting
originates in the response process. Nevertheless, the
weighting may mirror processes over time: For Exp. 3,
s1/s2 ratios (Fig. 3) for intermediate ISIs tended to be
higher (i.e., closer to 1) for slow than for fast responses.
Again, this is opposite to what would be expected if the
weighting had its origin in the response process. The
equalization of the weighting may occur because the rate
of memory  loss of information on the two stimuli becomes
more equal with increasing temporal distance to the
second stimulus.
- Origins of response variability. For most stimulus
sets of Exps. 3 and 4, it proved possible to fit the SW
model to SRS values from trials with 1G and 2G respons-
es separately. Although b was close to 0 for the complete
data, analyses showed different b values (positive vs.
negative, close to the mean SRS values) to be a major
difference between 1G and 2G trials for a given stimulus
pair. In Exp. 4, s1/s2 (Fig. 4) as well as ReL was higher for
1G than for 2G trials. Variability in ReL and in s1/s2 also
largely accounts for interindividual response variability (3).
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EXPERIMENTS
Paired stimuli, with varying ISIs or durations, were com-
pared (3). The longer, louder, etc., was judged by typing 1
(1st/left), 2 (2nd/right), or 0 (Undecided). Here, data from
Exps. 3 (successive line length), 4 (successive tone loud-
ness) and 5 (simultaneous line length) are reanalyzed.
Sensation Weighting (SW) Model (1-3):
In a stimulus comparison each magnitude, ψ, is weighted
together with a reference level (ReL), ψr, usually in the
midrange of the stimuli:
     d = [s1ψ1+(1- s1)ψr] – [s2ψ2 + (1- s2)ψr] + b, (1)
b representing possible bias and/or additive random error.
The perceived stimulus difference d is generally ≠ 0 for a
pair of equal stimuli:
     d = (s1 - s2)(ψ - ψr). (2)
This yields the Time-Order Effect (TOE), Space-Order
Effect (SOE), or Word-Order Effect (WOE).
SCALING OF d
- Response-Distribution Based Measures
D% = percentage difference between "1st greater" (1G)
and "2nd greater (2G).”
Thurstonian-type measures (1,2):
     (D/σc)* = (z1 + z2) / 2; (3)
     (D/T)* = (z1 + z2) / (z1 - z2) (4)
z1 = Φ-1(p1); z2 = -Φ-1(p2) where p1, p2 = proportions of
”1G," ”2G;” D = M of d; σc = SD of d (re category limit c);
T = mean subjective width of “equal” category.
- Response-Time Based Measures
In Link’s (4) Wave Theory, an evidence-accumulating
random walk (Fig. 1) ends at a barrier at A (probability p1),
or -A (probability 1-p1). Discriminability is given by
     Θ *A = ln [p1 / (1- p1)] = logit (p1) (5)
[= (D/σc)* with a logistic d distribution, ignoring “=”]
Decision time (DT) is given by
     ±A = DT µ, (6)
where µ is drift rate, the mean difference between the
subjective representations of the two stimuli (4). The aver-
age barrier position is p1A + (1-p1) (-A) = (2p1-1) A. Thus
mean drift rate µΑ is estimated by the L measure:
      µΑ/A = (2p1 -1) / DT, (7)

EVALUATION OF d ESTIMATES
Goodness of fit. For individual data, SRS yielded better
average fits of the SW model than D%: p<.001 (Exps. 4,5);
p=.17 (Exp. 3). For group data, SRS had the best average
fit out of the measures defined by Eqs. 3-5 and 7-8.
Relations between d estimates. Using mean SRS as
the independent variable, 3rd-degree polynomials were fit-
ted to the other five measures. Only logit (p1) yielded no
significant nonlinear terms. It is nearly proportional to mean
SRS (Fig. 2), their ratio differing between experiments but
not between sets (ISIs/durations). This suggests that drift
rate (µ), is proportional to Θ*. Determining the exact relation
between SRS and logit (p1) in different conditions may shed
light on the comparison mechanisms.
EXPLORING STIMULUS COMPARISON WITH SRS
- Causes of sensation weighting. The SW model was
fitted to mean SRS for fast and for slow responses.
Consistently, in Exps. 3-4 s1/s2 decreased with increasing
ISI, and in Exp. 5 sleft/sright was > 1. This stability suggests
that the weight ratio is largely fixed when the random walk

µ may be seen as being the difference between two drift
rates, one for each stimulus. Extending the ideas in (4) we
assume that µ measures d as defined by Eq. 1. For a single
trial, µ is estimated by signed response speed (SRS),
     SRS = (µ/A)* = ± 1 / RT (8)
with +/- sign for “1st/2nd greater” and (µ / A)* = 0 for “Equal/
Undecided.” RT = response time (thus ignoring its nondeci-
sion part). In Fig. 1, µ* is the slope of the straight line.


